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Did anyone else notice that the World just got dark as fuck? The current state of soul 
crushing smog from armies of all-knowing donks and demagogues burning the world to 
the ground is … ugh.


Shannon Lay is as overwhelmed by the modern world’s onslaught against life and love as 
we all are. She could have secluded herself in a shelter, instead, she made a record. Her 
first solo album, “All This Life Going Down” is a masterwork of hypnotically elegiac 
timeless tearjerker self-salvation songs that presents itself as a safe house for all of us 
like-minded discerning thinkers, and cave makers, and creators, and maker outers. 


Previously best known for playing guitar in the band Feels (Castle Face Records), she 
started playing solo shows on the side, and began crafting lo-fi bedroom recordings. Brian 
Lee Hughes, co-founder of Castleface Records, and founder of Do Not Disturb Records 
was instantly struck by how her songs medicated his mood. “I didn’t just like it, I needed 
it.” Luckily, she was ready enough to record an album, and was DIY confident enough to 
keep its creation cocoon tight. She recorded and produced and mixed all the tracks live 
with her trusted buddy Jeffertitti Moon at his Mother-Hit Connection Studios in Echo Park. 
These garage minimalist mixes were then masterfully mastered by the master of mastering 
Howie Weinberg.


To celebrate the launch of the album, a cadre of creatives (Sandy Kim & Brian Lee Hughes 
& Palmtrees) combined to co-craft a couple art films that should serve as suitably soothing 
mind melter single take visual counterparts to Shannon’s songs.


PRIVATE VIMEO LINK

SHANNON LAY / ‘JHR’ 

FILM CO-CREATED BY BRIAN LEE HUGHES + SANDY KIM + PALMTREES

https://vimeo.com/198734395/fafdd13c0d


PRIVATE VIMEO LINK

SHANNON LAY / ‘ALL THIS LIFE GOING DOWN’ 

FILM CO-CREATED BY BRIAN LEE HUGHES + SANDY KIM + PALMTREES

https://vimeo.com/198752259/48727ad96d


Shannon Lay’s “All This Life Going Down” (DNDR-002) is available February 11th, 2017, 
through Do Not Disturb Records ( www.donotdisturbrecords.com ) and is distributed by 
Orchard and available on iTunes. 


SOUNDCLOUD 

https://soundcloud.com/user-475085396/sets/all-this-life-goin-down/s-sTADm


LIVE 

PressureDrop.tv 

https://youtu.be/fqsH6FNNNZ0?list=PLEggLUGWRrQo71t2wCTrylH7tfTXL71Sb


COVER PHOTO BY BRIAN LEE HUGHES

PHOTO BY RACHAEL PONY SPARROW CASSELS

STILL FROM SHANNON LAY’S ‘JHR’ VIDEO

STILL FROM SHANNON LAY’S ‘ALL THIS LIFE GOING DOWN’ VIDEO

Please send all inquiries or PR requests to 

Brian Lee Hughes, Founder 


Do Not Disturb Records

1483 N Easterly Terrace, LA, CA, 90026


donotdisturbrecords@gmail.com

www.donotdisturbrecords.com
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